Conventional disturbance observers for discrete-time linear stochastic systems assume that the system states are fully estimable and the disturbance estimate is dependent on the estimated system states, hereafter termed full-order disturbance observers (FODOs). This paper investigates the design of reduced-order disturbance observers (RODOs) when the system state variables are not fully estimable. An existence condition of RODOs is established, which is shown to be more easily satisfied than that of conventional FODOs and consequently it has substantially extended the scope of applications of disturbance observer theory. Then a set of recursive formulae for the RODO is developed for online applications. Finally, it is further shown that the conventional FODOs are a special case of the proposed RODO in the sense that the former reduces to the RODO when the states become fully estimable in the presence of disturbances. Examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed approach.
Introduction
In recent years, disturbance observers (DOs) have received much attention in both academia and industry (see recent books by Guo and Cao (2013) and Li et al. (2014) , and a tutorial by Chen et al. (2016) for recent developments), and have been applied in many different areas, such as disturbance rejection control for different kinds of motion control systems including robotic manipulator, motor control (Chen et al., 2000; Ohishi et al., 1987; Su et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013 Yang et al., , 2014 ) and fault diagnosis system design (see Jiang and Chowdhury (2005) and Su et al. (2016) , among many others). Based on the availability of the state information, existing DOs can be broadly classified into three categories: (a) full measurable state-based DOs (Chen et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2010) ; (b) full state estimation-based DOs (termed FODOs) (Fang et al., 2013; Gillijns and De Moor, 2007; Su et al., 2015b) ; and (c) reduced-order state function estimation-based DOs (termed as RODOs) (Kim and Rew, 2013; Xiong and Saif, 2003) .
In this paper, we focus on the RODO design. Practically, there are three major reasons why a RODO is needed. Firstly, in areas such as fault diagnosis, an estimate of the entire states may not be necessary for the purpose of fault estimation (Xiong and Saif, 2003) . Secondly, there are some practical scenarios where disturbance estimation is required even if the states are not fully estimable (Bejarano et al., 2009) . Finally, when a fast disturbance estimate is required, DOs with a lower order are often more desirable for online implementation (Ohishi et al., 1987) .
Conventional disturbance observers assume that all the system states are estimable or even directly measurable (Chen et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2010; Su et al., 2015b) , and consequently disturbance estimation is dependent on the estimated system states. For example, Ohishi et al. (1987) proposed a DO by treating the disturbances as additional states and estimating them using a deadbeat function observer (Kimura, 1978) under the assumption that the augmented systems are completely observable and the disturbances can be approximated by known transition dynamics. A proportional integral observer was used in Chang (2006) for simultaneous estimation of the system states and unknown disturbances under slow-varying disturbances and extended state observability assumptions.
On the other hand, to relax the assumption on disturbances and incorporate noise information for stochastic systems, Gillijns and De Moor (2007) proposed a simultaneous state and disturbance observer on the basis of Darouach and Zasadzinski (1997) using the minimum-variance-unbiasedestimation (MVUE) method. Later, Su et al. (2015b) extended the results to the case where information on the disturbances is available at an aggregate level (Li, 2013) . The assumption that the states are fully estimable inevitably restricts the applications of the FODOs (see Su et al. (2015a) for the existing condition of this kind of filter). An important earlier work on RODOs can be traced back to Xiong and Saif (2003) , where the concept of a state function observer based on a Lyapunov approach was investigated for continuous-time systems. Recently, a RODO has been proposed in Kim and Rew (2013) by combining a state function estimator of minimal order and a full measurable state-based DO (Kim et al., 2010) for discrete-time deterministic systems. The existence condition in Kim and Rew (2013) , however, involves a static output feedback problem, for which the general solvability is not known yet. It also depends on an assumption that the disturbances are slowly time-varying, which will lead to a large estimation error in the presence of unknown fast time-varying disturbances.
This paper aims to design a RODO for discrete-time linear stochastic systems without imposing any assumption on the disturbance dynamics. Compared with the existing FODOs, a simpler criterion for the existence of RODOs is developed and the full state estimableness condition is removed. In addition, in comparison with the existing discrete-time RODOs, no assumption is made on disturbances and consequently we can obtain better disturbance estimation performance for generic disturbances. This extends the applicability of the existing results (Darouach and Zasadzinski, 1997; Gillijns and De Moor, 2007; Li, 2013; Su et al., 2015a,b) to a much wider application area.
Let I denote an identity matrix with suitable dimensions. Throughout the paper, X + , X T and X ? denote the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, transpose and an orthogonal complement of matrix X, respectively. Rank(X ), Tr(X ) and l(X ) denote the rank, trace and any of the eigenvalues of matrix X. In particular, when X has a full column-rank, we have: (a) X + = (X T X ) À1 X T such that X + X = I; and (b) X ? has a full column-rank and satisfies X T X ? = 0. Similarly, if X has a full row-rank, we have X + = X T (XX T ) À1 such that XX + = I.
Problem statement
Consider a discrete-time linear stochastic system in the presence of disturbances (Darouach and Zasadzinski, 1997; Gillijns and De Moor, 2007; Li, 2013) as follows
where x k = ½x k, 1 , . . . , x k, n T 2 R n is the state vector, d k = ½d k, 1 , . . . , d k, m T 2 R m is a vector of the lumped unknown disturbances (which may include parameter uncertainties, external disturbances and system faults), and y k 2 R p is the measurement vector at each time step k with n ! m and p ! m. Note that the latter assumption can be relaxed when certain prior information on the disturbances d k is available; interested readers may refer to Su et al. (2015a) and Chang (2006) for different types of prior disturbance information. The process noise v k 2 R n and measurement noise y k 2 R p are assumed to be mutually independent, and each follows a Gaussian distribution with a zero-mean vector and known covariance matrix, Q k = E½v k v T k . 0 and R k = E½y k y T k . 0 respectively. In addition, A, G and C are known matrices, where G is supposed to have a full column-rank (see Darouach and Zasadzinski (1997) ; Li (2013) and Su et al. (2015a) for the rationality of this assumption). The initial state x 0 is independent of v k and y k with a known meanx 0 and covariance matrix P 0 . 0.
In general, the objective of a DO is to estimate the disturbance vector d k based on the measurement output y k and model (1). This paper, however, focuses on the design of a RODO, aiming to: (a) remove the assumption of full state estimableness; (b) remove the assumption on disturbance dynamics; (c) increase the estimation speed with a lower observer order.
Reduced-order disturbance observer
In this section, we first establish an existence condition of a general RODO for system (1) when the full state vector is not estimable. This is undertaken observing the fact that one can still estimate the disturbances using the information of the estimable part of the state vector (Bejarano et al., 2009; Kim and Rew, 2013) . To this end, a reduced-order state function observer is used for disturbance estimation. Then on the basis of the existence condition, we derive a set of recursive formulae for the RODO.
Existence condition
Define L =fljAl =ll and Cl =0,with l 2 R n and l is a scalarg to be a set of eigenvectors of A that are orthogonal to C T . Suppose there are in total n 1 linearly independent vectors in L. Now, let l 1 , l 2 , ...,l n1 denote any of n 1 linearly independent vectors in L and let L T = ½l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n1 be an n3n 1 matrix. In addition, define T to be an (n À n 1 ) 3n matrix such that T T is an orthogonal compliment of matrix L T satisfying TL T = 0.
Let z k = Tx k . Then the dynamics of z k are
Noting that L + = L T (LL T ) À1 and each column of matrix L T is an eigenvector of A that is orthogonal to T, we have TAL + L = TAL T (LL T ) À1 L = 0. Hence, we can obtain
In addition, noting that CL T = 0, a similar argument can be applied to the measurement equation (1), yielding
For the scenario that x k is not fully estimable, we will estimate d k based on equations (2) and (3).
First, motivated by the linear filter structure in Gillijns and De Moor (2007) , a general disturbance observer structure for systems (2) and (3) is designed as
where the matrices E k , K k + 1 , J k + 1 and N are to be designed (and as will be shown later, the matrix N is time-invariant). Based on equations (2) to (4), one can obtain the dynamics of the state function estimation error, e k + 1 = z k + 1 Àẑ k + 1 , as
The disturbance estimate is governed bŷ
We first focus on equation (6). To ensure an unbiased disturbance estimate,d k must be independent of the term z k , and the matrix J k + 1 has to satisfy J k + 1 CG = I. In addition, for equation (5), we note that the effect of e k ond k should disappear as k increases, and hence it is required that the filtering error e k in equation (5) is independent of z k and d k . Moreover, the error e k should also approach zero as time k increases, i.e. E k is a stable matrix. Therefore the existence condition for RODO (4) is summarised as follows:
For system (1) with disturbance observer (4), however, the existence condition should be expressed in terms of matrices A, G, C and T. We provide a condition for the existence of a general linear DO (4).
Theorem 1. Suppose G has a full column-rank. A sufficient condition for the existence of a general RODO (4) for system (1) is that
and the matrix
has a full column-rank for all z 2 C such that jzj ! 1.
Proof. First, we select E k based on condition part (ii) as
and N = CAT + based on condition part (iv). We can further choose J k + 1 such that J k + 1 CG = I since CG has a full column-rank. In addition, we can obtain from Kitanidis (1987) that condition (7) guarantees that there exists a matrix K k + 1 such that condition part (iii) holds. Hence, we only have to focus on condition part (i) with the constraint on K k + 1 given by condition part (iii). Since CG has a full column-rank, there exists an invertible matrix M 2 R p 3 p (Su et al., 2015a) such that
From (iii), the general solution K k + 1 can be expressed as
where G k can be any matrix with suitable dimension and is to be designed for the gain matrix K k + 1 . Define S 1 and S 2 as
Inserting equation (10) into equation (9) gives
According to Anderson and Moore (2012: 342), existence condition part (i) holds if and only if either one of the equivalent conditions holds: (a) TAT + À TGS 2 À G k S 1 is stable for a matrix G k ; (b) S 1 h = 0 and (TAT + À TGS 2 )h = lh for some constant l and vector h implies jlj\1 or h = 0.
Condition (b) can be equivalently expressed as
The following identity shows that equation (11) is satisfied if condition (8) holds rank
Therefore, equations (7) and (8) guarantee there exists a gain matrix K k + 1 such that: (a) K k + 1 CG = TG; and (b)
Condition relaxation
It is of particular interest to compare the proposed RODO with the conventional FODOs. Apart from the fact that the proposed RODO is a lower-order filter, the existence condition of the RODO can be more easily satisfied than that of the FODOs, as shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. If the existence condition of FODOs holds for a system given by (1), then the existence condition (8) of RODOs is also satisfied.
Proof. First, we note that the following identity holds for any non-singular matrix P T
Using the under-brace notations, equation (12) indicates that rank(P F ) = rank(P f ), where P f has a full column-rank for jzj ! 1 and is part of the existence condition of FODO in Su et al. (2015a) and Darouach and Zasadzinski (1997) . Now we choose P T = ½T T , L T T and let P + T = ½T + L + denote the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of matrix P T . Substituting P T and P + T into P F gives
From equations (8) and (13), it can be seen that matrix P in equation (8) is a sub-matrix of P F . This indicates that matrix P is of full column-rank if P F has a full columnrank.
Disturbance observer design
In this subsection, the two gain matrices of the RODO in equation (4) will be investigated using the MVUE method. A lemma on the inverse of portioned matrix will first be introduced.
Lemma 1. (Simon, 2006) Suppose matrix A is non-singular and B has a full column-rank. Then the following identity holds
Under the existence condition given in the 'Existence Condition' section, one can obtain the dynamics of e x k + 1 = Tx k + 1 Àẑ k + 1 from equations (5) and (6) 
In addition, the dynamics e d k = d k Àd k are governed by
State function observer. The estimation error covariance matrix P x kjk = E(e x k e xT k ) can be calculated from equation (14) P
Let
In addition, the unbiasedness condition of state estimation imposes a constraint on the gain matrix K k + 1 (see Crassidis and Junkins, 2011) , i.e.
We solve the MVUE problem by finding K k + 1 which minimises the trace of equation (17), subject to the constraint (18) based on the Lagrange multiplier approach in Kitanidis (1987) and Crassidis and Junkins (2011: 68) . The Lagrangian for the constraint optimisation problem is
where L k + 1 is the Lagrange multiplier. Setting the derivative of equation (19) with respect to K k + 1 equal to zero yields
Combining equations (18) and (20), we can obtain the following equation
Following Kitanidis (1987) in conjunction with Lemma 1, we can obtain K k + 1 as follows
Inserting K k + 1 in equation (22) into equation (17), one can obtain
Disturbance observer. We now work out J k + 1 in equation (4) in a similar manner. First, from equation (15) we can obtain the disturbance estimation error covariance matrix P d kjk = E(e d k e dT k )
Noting N = CAT + and by the definition of F, equation (24) can be rearranged as
In addition, the unbiased estimation of d k also imposes a constraint on gain matrix J k + 1 , i.e. J k + 1 CG = I. We can obtain the optimal J k + 1 below via minimising the trace of equation (25), subject to this constraint
Inserting equation (26) into equation (25), one can obtain an explicit expression of the disturbance estimation error covariance matrix
The obtained RODO is summarised in Theorem 3, where the proof has been presented throughout the aforementioned deviation.
Theorem 3. Under the existence condition given in Theorem 1, there exists a minimum-variance unbiased estimator of the disturbances d k given bŷ
where the gain matrices K k + 1 and J k + 1 are given by equations (22) and (26) respectively, and the corresponding state function estimation error covariance matrix and disturbance estimation error covariance matrix are given by equations (23) and (27) respectively.
Relationships with the existing results
Next, we investigate the relationships between the proposed RODO and the existing approaches. When the states are fully estimable in the presence of disturbances, the state and disturbance filtering problem has been investigated by a number of researchers (Gillijns and De Moor, 2007; Kitanidis, 1987; Li, 2013; Su et al., 2015a) . The relationships between existing FODOs and the proposed RODO are summarised in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. When the states are fully estimable in the presence of disturbances, the proposed RODO is equivalent to the FODO in Kitanidis (1987) for sole state estimation, and to that in Gillijns and De Moor (2007) for the estimation of both states and disturbances.
Proof. When the states are fully estimable, T can be chosen as the identity matrix and hence the RODO reduces tô
where J k + 1 = (P d kjk ) À1 G T C T H À1 k + 1 , and
In addition, equation (23) reduces to
. These recursive formulae are identical to the results in Kitanidis (1987) for sole state estimation, and the same as the results in Gillijns and De Moor (2007) for the estimation of states and disturbances.
Next, we briefly compare the proposed RODO with the recently developed RODO for deterministic discrete-time systems in Kim and Rew (2013) . We first point out that the existence condition in Kim and Rew (2013) requires the existence of a gain matrix such that the corresponding composite matrix is asymptotically stable. This gain matrix also involves a static output feedback problem, for which the general solvability is not known yet. In contrast, the existence condition proposed in this paper is easy to check and it collapses to that of the conventional FODOs for fully estimable states. In addition, unlike the RODO in Kim and Rew (2013) which assumes the disturbances are slowly time-varying, no particular assumption on the disturbance dynamics is imposed in the proposed method, hence extending its applicability. The simulation comparisons for the proposed algorithm with that of Kim and Rew (2013) are given in the next section.
Numerical verification
In this section, a numerical example is first given to compare the disturbance estimation performance of the proposed algorithm with the algorithm proposed in Kim and Rew (2013) , which will demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm in generic disturbance estimation. Then the proposed algorithm is applied to the disturbance estimation problem for a double-effect pilot plant evaporator system with unobservable states.
Simulation study 1: Performance comparison
We first of all use a simple numerical example to compare the proposed algorithm with the RODO in Kim and Rew (2013) . Consider system (1) Figure 1 was used to represent a generic disturbance, which included a slow timevarying disturbance (i.e. step-type disturbance) and a fast time-varying disturbance (i.e. sinusoidal disturbance). The step amplitudes at 0 and at the 70th step were taken as 7 and À7 respectively, whereas the sinusoidal function between the 30th and 70th steps was chosen as 4sin(40pt=180) + 2 with t being each step index. The disturbance profile was designed to verify the effectiveness of different disturbance observer algorithms and therefore was assumed to be completely unknown to the observer design.
It can be easily verified that this system does not satisfy the existence condition of the FODO in Gillijns and De Moor (2007) and Darouach (2000) , and hence no FODO exists.
In the proposed RODO, we chose T = 1 0 0 0 1 0 which satisfies the existence condition in Theorem 1. The initial states of the system and observer are taken as x 0 = ½1, 2, 1 T and z 0 = ½0, 0 T respectively. The RODO in Kim and Rew (2013) for a discrete-time system with a slowly time-varying disturbance assumption is also applied for the purpose of comparison, where the matrix K therein is chosen as K = ½0:9, 0, 0. The comparison results are shown in Figure 1 , where upper figure depicts the disturbance estimates and the lower figure displays the disturbance estimation errors.
We can see from Figure 1 that in the presence of an unknown disturbance consisting of step-type and sinusoidaltype, the proposed RODO can obtain unbiased estimation. The algorithm in Kim and Rew (2013) , on the other hand, works well and obtains an unbiased estimate for constant disturbance. However, the disturbance estimation error is quite large in the presence of a sinusoidal-type disturbance; this is due to the fact that the RODO proposed in Kim and Rew (2013) requires that the disturbance is slowly time-varying and will result in disturbance estimation error for fast timevarying disturbances. This example demonstrates the advantages of the proposed RODO in generic disturbance estimation (which includes both slow and fast time-varying disturbances) over traditional algorithms.
In some applications, the covariance matrices of input and measurement noises may not be exactly unknown. It is therefore of practical interest to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm in such scenarios. To this end, we tested the robustness of the proposed RODO by choosing different covariance matrices for data generation. Specifically, we first considered the effect of input noises. In this scenario, the measurement covariance matrix was fixed as R k = 0:01 3 I 2 but a different input noise covariance matrix was used, i.e. Q k = 0:04 3 I 3 and Q k = 0:06 3 I 3 respectively. Next, we considered the effect of measurement noises. In this scenario, the input covariance matrix was fixed as Q k = 0:02 3 I 3 but a different measurement noise covariance matrix was used, i.e. R k = 0:03 3 I 2 and R k = 0:05 3 I 2 respectively.
During the estimation stage, however, we supposed that the true covariance matrices used to simulate the system states and measurements were not perfectly known; rather, it was the covariance matrices Q k = 0:02 3 I 3 , and R k = 0:01 3 I 2 that were used to estimate the states and the unknown Figure 1 . The disturbance estimation based on the proposed RODO and the algorithm in Kim and Rew (2013) : solid line (actual disturbance), dashed line (the proposed RODO) and dotted line (the result from Kim and Rew (2013) ). disturbances. The mean squared error (MSE) was used as the criterion in the performance comparison between the proposed RODO with the one in Kim and Rew (2013) . Simulations were run 50 times for each scenario and the average MSEs were calculated and are summarised in Table 1 . One can see from Table 1 that both methods still worked well in terms of convergences when the true covariance matrices were not perfectly known in the state and disturbance estimation. However, the performances for both methods became worse when the covariance matrices used in the estimation deviated more substantially from the true covariance matrices . Overall, the proposed RODO still outperformed the one in Kim and Rew (2013) .
Simulation study 2: Double-effect pilot plant evaporator
Next, we apply the proposed RODO to the disturbance estimation problem for a double-effect pilot plant evaporator investigated in Xiong and Saif (2003) and Phatak and Viswanadham (1988) . The problem is briefly outlined as follows. The feed solution (flow F 0 and concentration C 0 ) is pumped into the first effect, where the first effect solution (hold-up W 1 ) is heated by saturated steam (temperature T s ) and the boil-off travels into the second effect steam jacket. The concentrated solution from the first effect (flow F 1 and concentration C 1 ) enters the second effect which operates under vacuum. The hold-up in the second effect is W 2 . The concentrated product (flow F 2 and concentration C 2 ) is pumped to storage. Based on the physical properties, the evaporator can be modelled by a fifth-order linear state-space model with unobservable states, where the system and disturbance variables are x = ½W 1 , C 1 , T 1 , W 2 , C 2 (T 1 denotes the temperature of the first effect solution) and d = ½C 0 , F 0 respectively. A schematic diagram of the pilot plant double effect evaporator system is available in Buchholt and Ku¨mmel (1981) and Phatak and Viswanadham (1988) .
In our case study, we chose the system matrix in the continuous time domain used in Xiong and Saif (2003) , and then we discretised the continuous-time model with a sampling time of 30 s (see Phatak and Viswanadham (1988) ). This resulted in the following discrete-time system In the simulation, we chose Q k = 0:1 3 I 5 and R k = 0:05 3 I 2 , and set d k, 2 = À 0:5 3 d k, 1 , where the disturbance d k, 1 profile is depicted in the upper left plot of Figure 2 . The initial values of system (1) and observer (4) were taken as x 0 = ½1, 2, 5, 1, 1 T and z 0 = ½0, 0, 0 T respectively. The initial covariance matrix was chosen as P x 0j0 = I 3 . It can be easily verified that this system does not satisfy the existence condition of the FODOs in Gillijns and De Moor (2007) , Darouach and Zasadzinski (1997) and Su et al. (2015a) . Hence the system state variables x k, i (i = 1, . . . , 5) are not fully estimable and no FODOs exist. Now we apply the proposed RODO. We chose T = ½I 3 , O 3 3 2 (i.e. only the first three states were estimated) which satisfies the existence condition in Theorem 1. The simulation results for disturbance d k, 1 and state x k, 3 are shown in Figure 2 ; similar results were obtained for disturbance d k, 2 and states x k, 1 and x k, 2 (not shown here). The left (or right) two graphs display the estimated disturbance (or state) and the corresponding estimation error where the simulated (estimated) values are plotted using a solid (dotted) line.
We can see from Figure 2 that the proposed RODO can obtain a reasonably good (by taking the large input and measurement noises into account) unbiased disturbance estimate even if no FODOs exist.
Conclusions and discussion
In this section, we highlight the major contributions of the proposed reduced-order disturbance observer (RODO) and consider some future research in this area.
First, unlike the conventional disturbance observers for discrete-time linear stochastic systems, which require the states to be fully estimable, this paper has proposed a reduced-order disturbance observer where the states are not fully estimable. Hence, this research extends the applicability of the disturbance observer techniques to a wider application area. In particular, the proposed RODO can be applied to a fault diagnosis problem by treating the RODO as a fault diagnosis observer. In addition, we have established an existence condition of a general form of RODOs. On the basis of this, we have explored the relationships between the existing FODOs in the literature and the proposed RODO in this paper: it is shown that the former is a special case of the proposed RODO when the states are fully estimable. In comparison with the recently developed RODO in Kim and Rew (2013) , the proposed RODO does not impose any particular assumption on the disturbance dynamics.
Finally, we note that, since no disturbance information is assumed to be available in the proposed RODO, its existence condition is more restrictive (e.g. the dimension of the measurement vector is larger than that of disturbance vector) in comparison with the one with partial disturbance information (Su et al., 2015a) . Future work can be done to relax the existence condition by incorporating some suitable available disturbance information.
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